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Multisite Clearification
Posted by techgump - 2016/02/25 09:54
_____________________________________

Here's my scenario. 
* Monthly recurring billable sites. 
* Mostly Shared DB and Core files, with exception to needing unique: 
Images/Media folders 
Menu Mods Only (all other mods shared from master). 
Articles 
Article Categories 
Users (I do NOT want shared access) 
OSMap Sitemap (utilizing correct slave menu(s)) 

I'll need a template which has these settings ready to go for replication. In replication, I need FTP
images, DB menus, DB menu mods, DB articles, DB article categories, and DB OSMap Sitemap copied
from master example. Is what I've laid out feasible with JMS? 
How does Joomla core, or rather your system, handle copying articles from the master into the slave dbs
in regards to SEF urls? I need my sites to output the same menus names, same sef url names, but with
different content in each article per the clients needs. 

As for the recurring billing, see you have a VM example, but that's not recurring. Just looking for
feedback at this point in time on that issue. Not a make or break deal in purchase. 

Thanks!

============================================================================

Re: Multisite Clearification
Posted by edwin2win - 2016/02/25 15:48
_____________________________________

What you are describing is what you can see at www.mywebsite2win.com. 

If you really share the whole content of the website except some parts like the articles and the
categories, it is possible to create specific plugin to do special customization. 
This is not available in standard. 

What you can do is creating a website that is a clone of a template and you can also have specific
/images directory. 
You can define a rule in the JMS Template that consists in copying a specific Zip file to setup default
images. 

If you want to proceed with billable website, the current bridge exists with Hikashop under J3.x. 
You can also use HikaShop and Akeeba subscription to manage the subscriptions 

To be compliant with european law, you can also use the www.hikainvoices.com to generate the
invoices
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